AUTOMATIC TRAVEL HOT PLATE

Ready for use – all the time & everywhere

Whether holiday or weekend trip – this superior small automatic hot plate with durable cast iron heating plate, infinitely variable temperature regulation, automatic cooking system and overheating protection provides the perfect technology for preparing small portions of food or beverages on the way. But also for keeping-warm sauces or side dishes directly on the table, this compact hot plate is a practical aid. Due to its small plate diameter, it is furthermore perfectly suitable for Italian espresso makers. The appliance is easy to stow and thus, ready for use – all the time and everywhere.

Also available as:
✓ travelling kit matched by an aluminium pot and a zip case (type RK 501/S)
✓ above travelling kit, however, with 115 V/230 V voltage selector switch (type RK 501/SU)

Technical data:
- type: RK 501
- 230 V ~ 500 W
- stainless steel/plastic casing
- durable cast iron heating plate, heating zone 80 mm Ø
- infinitely variable temperature via thermostat
- with automatic cooking system and overheating protection
- integrated cord storage
- small hot plate as perfect mobile cooking facility
- 14 x 14 x 7 cm
- EAN: 4001797132000
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